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SDC Verifier is a powerful postprocessor program with an advanced calculation core which
works seamlessly with Siemens multi-solver, FEA software suite Femap™.

SDC Verifier & Femap
SDC Verifier is a powerful post-processor program that is used to verify structures in accordance with required safety standards and
generate report in an efficient and simple way.
Femap is an advanced engineering analysis environment for simulation of complex engineering problems. SDC Verifier together with
Femap makes the calculation procedure more transparent and facilitates checking of a complete set of load cases according to
predefined design code rules or own standards. Full model description and all calculations presented in reports. All consequences of
updates to the design can be reviewed and compared with the original design using report regeneration.

A Design Code Based Calculation Structure
Instead of focusing on the total load set, SDC Verifier separately calculates the influences of individual loads on the structure. The
overall response of a structure in real life situations is retrieved by combining individual loads outcome into load sets. Results of these
large numbers of load cases are organised in load groups. A complete structural check can be represented with a few pictures or tables!
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Loads
In SDC Verifier it is possible to apply complicated loads: buoyancy, tank ballast and wind.
Buoyancy – water pressure acting on construction (e.g. ship hull) including wave parameters.

Tank Ballast – fluid level based on mass content transferred into pressure level on tank surface.
Wind – height dependent pressure applied to the model taking into account element area exposed to the wind direction

Multi Nodal Force – quick application of nodal forces/moments to the model. The tool supports import/export from Microsoft Excel.
Below is shown an example of applying 168 load cases at once:
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Rule Based Selector
The Selector Control is a very powerful tool which helps to make elemental or nodal selection. With the rule based selector the user
creates an automatic updatable set of selection criteria which can be used for example for checks or result presentation with plots and
tables.

Selector criteria can be based on:


Model data (materials, properties, groups, etc.);



Element Data (types, topologies and shapes);



Panel Finder (Frames, Longitudinals and Decks) and Weld Finder;



Coordinates or planes;

Welds can be easily selected and used in plots or tables:
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Beam Member Length and Joints recognition
Joint Finder determine different types of joints. With help of joints buckling length for y and z direction are automatically calculated.
User can modify joints manually or even define own (user) joints.

Beam Member Finder recognizes beam members and (buckling) lengths for different directions. API 2A RP and ANSI/AISC LRFD 360-10
standards use Beam Lengths in calculations.
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Weld and Panel Finders
Weld Finder recognize automatically elements which belongs to the welds. To perform fatigue checks according to standards (FEM
1.001, DIN15018 and Eurocode3) it is required to define the fatigue resistance for welds with a classification and convert stresses into
the stresses parallel and perpendicular to the weld direction.

Panel Finder searches X/Y/Z and custom sections. For each section the plates are recognized with dimensions (length, width and
orientation). The plate dimensions are used in plate buckling calculations and orientation is used to translate stresses into the plate
directions. Colored plots with labels (dimensions) makes it easy to preview the results of the tool.
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Post-processing tools
Peak Finder finds all peak zones based on output results and presents them using a special plot and a summary table. The peaks for
any simple FEA results as stresses, strains or displacements can be found but also all available results from the SDC Verifier checks
(Fatigue, Beam Bucking, etc.)

Governing loads tool extracts the critical loads out of a large group of load combinations. Instead of checking all the situations focus on
important ones and reduce calculation time.
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Standards
The rules for popular design standards as for the ANSI/AISC 360-10, API 2A RP, DIN15018, Eurocode 3, FEM 1.001, ISO 19902, Norsok
N004, Plate Buckling ABS 2004 and Plate Buckling ABS 2014, Plate Buckling DNV CN30/1995 and DNV RP-C201 2010 are predefined in
SDC Verifier. The open structure of the standard makes all checks customizable. The Custom standard can be saved and used for other
models. This standard can be shared between colleagues to function as official company accepted calculation standard.

Members and Joints Checks

ANSI/AISC 360-10

API 2A RP

ISO 19902

Fatigue and Members Checks

Eurocode 3

N004

Fatigue

F.E.M. 1.001

DIN 15018

Plate Buckling

ABS 2004 & 2014
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Members and Joints Checks
SDC Verifier implements the following standards for checking large (offshore) lattice structures: AISC/ANSI 360-10, API RP 2A, ISO 19902
and Norsok N004. It is required to recognize the joints and members in the standard FEA model. With help of recognition tools SDC Verifier
finds members and joints automatically:

FEA Model

Members

Joints

Verification of the tubular joints is performed by Joint Check. Fully automated recognition of connections with their geometrical
parameters and brace classification (which depends on the load pattern and therefor needs to be recalculated for each load situation)
significantly speeds-up the verification process.

Member’s length

Brace Classification (depends on loading)

Member Checks
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Fatigue Checks
Fatigue is a progressive structural damage of materials under cyclic loading. Most of engineering failures are caused by Fatigue that is why
it is very important to perform a Fatigue Check. In SDC Verifier 2 methods are implemented which both are based on the palmgren-Miner
S-N curves. The allowable fatigue stress method is based on a usage classification from a standard which results in allowable fatigue
stresses. The fatigue damage method allows for different loading patterns and calculates fatigue life consumption for each cycle based on
the stress variation and the number of load cycles. The calculated fatigue damage of the different load cycles can be summed and the
overall fatigue life consumption can be calculated. The influence of the mean stress on the fatigue damage due to a single load cycle can
for both check methods taken into account with for example the Smith correction curve as shown below.

Smith Correction

S-N curves

Stress History – amount of cycles for each stress range:
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Fatigue strength categories / Notch Group
Resistance to fatigue depend on the type of the material, yield stress, surface finish etc. For welded structures the specific fatigue
vulnerability of welds need to be taken into account as well. The welds are automatically recognized and the elemental stresses are
converted into the weld direction without changing the element direction. The notch group classification or fatigue strength of the welds
depend on the quality and the stress direction, along the weld (X), perpendicular to the weld (Y) and the shear (XY)
Weld Type Classification for Y (perpendicular to the weld) direction:

Results can be presented on selection or on welds only:
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Plate Buckling
Plate buckling strength is an important aspect in offshore steel construction design. Each plate should be checked as it influences on the
strength and stability of the whole construction. In SDC Verifier plates can be checked against buckling according to ABS 2004/2014 and
DNV RP-C201 2010 rules.
The complexity in performing Plate Buckling Check is to find a huge amount of plates with their dimensions and verify stresses converted
into plate direction. Both these tasks are done automatically by Panel Finder and Plate Buckling Check:

Results can be presented over sections (frames/longitudinals/decks) and results which are above the limit are highlighted with red:

With help of report designer it is very easy to make plots for every frame/longitudinal/deck:
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Customized Checks
The checks in SDC Verifier are completely customizable. With help of formula editor user defined formulas can be created based on results,
model properties and recognized dimensions.

The following example performs verification of bolted connections. Axial Force of bolts is compared with bolt design resistance:
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Report Generation
Preparing full calculation report is one of the most time-consuming part of the project. An engineer has to make the same routine processes to
create calculation report from project to project. SDC Verifier allows the process of report generation to be done automatically, reducing time
expenses and maximally automate the process. A complete setup reports, with headings and bookmarks enable quick navigation through the
reports.
Model setup includes detailed description of materials, properties, constraints, FEM loads and helps to check how model is setup.

Results contain plots and tables. It is possible to view detailed result for each entity, extreme results on selection and advanced tables to compare
load results:

With help of Report designer it is possible to completely control structure of the report and easily preview and modify it. A variety of tools helps
to create quickly huge amount of plots and tables.
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Key Features
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Easy to use interface



Quick support with Team Viewer for direct online
help on your computer



Fully incorporated in FEMAP which enables checking
of all major FEA brands



Advanced standard based calculation structure



Large reduction in CPU time



Checking new load combinations without need to
recalculate the model



Load Group results facilitates quick overview of all
relevant checks and all load combinations



Tools for applying complicated loads (tank load, and
buoyancy pressure on hull, wind load)



Advanced Model recognition tools (welds, joints,
beam member length and plate dimensions)



Rule based selector



Save complete calculation procedure and re-apply to
new project



Report wizard for quick documentation and report
designer for completely customizable report



Standard reports for complete Model setup and quick
result generation



Generation of reports in MS Word docx format



Update complete calculation procedure with 1 click :
(Re)generate calculation report



Link SDC Verifier with a parametric model to fully
automatic checks on your complete product range



Save settings of plots and tables for all calculated
results



Large range of tables for fast overview of important
results



Direct link with MS excel for export of all tables



Moment and shear force graphs in non-beam
structures



Incorporated complicated checks for example for
fatigue, plate and beam member buckling



Standard library for saving a complete set of checks



Characteristics for defining extra properties to (sets
of) elements



Custom checks with a formula editor with input from
characteristics and all FEM model properties
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10 Reasons to use SDC Verifier
Step by step checking but complete verification at once
In a typical design process the design is modified by an increasing
number of design requirements. For example, first static strength,
then stiffness rules and after that more complex criteria as
buckling stability, modal behavior, and fatigue life calculation.
With SDC Verifier the complete verification procedure can be
stored and reapplied to an updated model.
Track possible problems early in the design phase
A completely structural check can be made at all steps in the
design process. The impact of a design change on all design criteria
can be studied at once.
Reduces deadline pressure
Because of the possibility to safe the complete calculation
procedure SDC Verifier especially gains time in the crucial final
design phase. Late design changes can be easily incorporated in
the final approval documents by simply regenerating the
customized report.
Kills routine / focus on engineering
SDC Verifier provides effective tools to minimize routine work. No
more boring repetitive calculation and reporting tasks, so
engineers can do more in less time.
Predefined and customizable Checks
A lot of simple and complicated checks are directly available. For
example plate and beam buckling,
Fatigue, Deflection and Moment and Shear Force graphs. Because
of the open structure of the software a non-defined formula or
model characteristic can be easily created
Complete verification and approval according to standards
Create check standard once and use them in other projects. Store
your work in libraries.
Model selection and recognition.
For presentation of results and for checking of complicated rules,
model recognition tools are essential. Divide your design in
sections, keep your selections automatically up to date and find
beam members and plate panels and calculate the relevant
properties.
Keep your work from project to project
A complete set of rules or even the complete calculation
procedure can be save and re-used.
Software developed by users
We always use SDC Verifier for our engineering projects, this gives
us valuable insight in the need of engineers and designers.
Industry dedicated solutions
For different industries special solutions are developed: for the
maritime sector, buoyancy and tank load modules and a plate
buckling checking model is developed.
The crane and civil engineering industry benefits from the
simplified procedure to apply wind and snow load to a structure,
the library of beam sections, the beam member finder, the beam
member load tables and the fatigue life calculation modules.
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